RbumB. -Cette communication fait le point des conclusions simples relatives aux mecanismes microscopiques dans les materiaux ferroelectriques, mecanismes du type ordre-dgsordre ou du type deplacement. Le premier implique l'existence de noyaux critiques et de fluctuations. Pour le dernier on ne posskde pas une connaissance essentielle et detaillee de I'anharmonicite, et en particulier dans le cas des ferroelectriques a modes couples.
I.
Introduction. -This paper discusses the microscopic significances of the value of the change of polarization, AP, at the ferroelectric transition in general, and the coupled-mode model for KDP-type ferroelectrics. In ferroelectrics, the microscopic mechanisms are : a) an ordering mechanicm among cr permanent )) microscopic dipoles p,, b) a cooperative displacive mechanism of induced microscopic dipoles p, c) a coupled Kobayashi mechanism, in which co-operative ordering of protons on hydrogen bonds triggers motions of ions moving along the polarization axis. In KDP-type ferroelectrics, the value of AP has remained ambiguous in the models proposed, right from the early Slater model. In general, ferroelectrics with a finite P-drop will have a finite entropy jump, provided only that d(xr)/dT is not zero, where l/xf is the electric susceptibility. The question to be answered is whether the entropy jump implies an ordering mechanism, or more generally, it is correct to tabulate as in lines A and B of the table, and how should line C   TABLE I Correlations for veriJication A) AP finite implies mechanism (a) -ordering B) AP zero implies mechanism (b) -displacive C) ? implies mechanism (c) -coupled be completed ? Some of the available evidence is surveyed and it is concluded that there is no justification for the correlation B, and that we must await a fuller understanding of the macroscopic implications of the coupled-mode mechanism before completing C.
11. Macroscopic. -1. ENTROPY JUMP AT TRANSI-TION. -Using Devonshire's free-energy G, the relation entropy S = -dG/dT leads to so that finite P jump implies finite S jump. In such cases, transition proceeds inhomogeneously, and the author has shown [I] that it can be nucleated, with a critical nucleus volume which we may expect to be proportional to (AT)-' where AT is the extent of superheating. Demjanov et al. [2] have used a different approach in which polar nuclei above To each evolve into a domain wall and its associated domains below To and their curve relating the volume of a nucleus to the temperature seems qualitatively similar to the relation expressed above. Their nuclei above To may be regarded as polarization fluctuations, and fluctuations large compared with AP will invalidate the field description we are using.
Under what circumstances will the simple description become invalid ? Ginzburg [3] has made the estimate as follows. Closer than that to To, or for larger nuclei, the fluctuations will invalidate the field description. is not determined by the electrostatic co-operation PP, but by the curve P(F, T). In a supposedly displacive ferroelectric, that involves the macroscopic polarizability A, as a function of F and of T. Or one may look at the soft-mode description taken at wavenumber k = 0, which is exactly equivalent. A simple potential energy @ = $ fu2 -qFu corresponds to mwglf = 1 -PNa.
Here the microscopic polarizability a = q2!f, F = PP, and P = Nqu. This frequency o, vanishes at the temperature where Na reaches 1/P. These soft-mode fluctuations of P become unstable as T decreases through To but this harmonic description is unphysical so that there is no indication of whether a new stable situation corresponds to a P, value which is finite. For that we need the form of the anharmonic terms in @. The distinction which is of interest is between f o~m s such as Q, = 3 fu2 -au4 + bu6 and Q, = + fu2 + bu4.
The dynamical behaviour is to be derived from Lagrangian equations after writing down potential energy-density U = + Nfu2 + and kinetic energydensity expression which involves an effective inertial mass. But it is U which is substantially identical to G, and G also must include the terms beyond the term in P2. We conclude that the nature of AP, as to whether it is finite or not, does not correspond one-to-one with the division ((entropy jump v soft polarization )> ; an entropy jump implies finite AP, but the soft case needs more detail. (Of course this simple treatment corresponds in thermodynamic terms to ignoring entropy of configuration and considering only entropy of vibration. The other extreme is also possible, and it too leads to a similar significance for the signs of powers of P, a negative P4 coefficient giving finite AP, while a positive coefficient gives zero AP.) 111. Coupled mode. -In KDP and similar materials it has been postulated that protons tunnel or jump between two alternative positions on a-hydrogen bond usually transverse to the P, direction, with a frequency r. De Gennes [5] showed how to treat that by means of an analogue with spin waves, by attributing a fictitious spin S = + $ to one proton position and S = -+ to the other. The Hamiltonian form is found to contain a term resembling a molecular field H interacting with the spins, which move collectively around H. If we ignore three-and four-proton interactions, the resultant Hamiltonian is harmonic, so that a harmonic mode o, emerges, whose frequency has been shown to behave like a soft-mode. When that mode becomes unstable, it acts as a trigger for ionic displacements, Q, of atoms K and PO4 in the P, direction [6] , and these are correlated because they have all the same trigger ; the coherence of that Bravais lattice of these atoms is at least partly due to the accidental fact of a common trigger. The interactions of trigger and ions are given by energy terms -F2 QS where S is the fictitious spin used to describe the proton position and F, is a coupling constant defined as the field per unit displacement of ion. A quantitative analogue to PP might be found to represent this, but to predict the nature of AP, one will again need more detail than the harmonic approximation for the polarization response to the field.
We may consider the thermodynamic form used by DvofAk [7] in which the thermodynamic coordinates included an oldering parameter y for the protons :
(x is strain). The cross-term FyP represents the protonion coupling referred to above. In conformity with the model in which the protons alone produce the instability, only the r 2 coefficient has been given a T dependence. Dvof ak's y4 term has been omitted ; the G surface on ( y , P, x) axes is then a parabolic hollow, in which the section which first becomes flat, as T decreases, will indicate the transition. Due to the cross-terms, the section which flattens is not along the y axis. The y section would become flat at To but before T decreases to To, the other section becomes flat, at temperature T;, indicating that when y becomes unstable, P and x go with it, and the extra anharmonic knowledge as before is required to predict whether or not the changes are infinitesimal at Ti.
IV. Microscopic considerations. -The finite AS accompanying A P could result from configurational entropy of disordering of dipoles, which must surely continue to exist above To, so that they should be permanent dipoles po. The perovskites have traditionally been regarded as cases of non-pe~manent dipoles, but diffuse X-ray scattering has raised doubts. Neutron scattering from barium titanate above To also can be interpreted as due to atoms which tunnel between six potential minima [S] . In barium titanate, the AP at transition is reduced linearly by hydrostatic pressure and is expected to become zero above 20 kbars. It then should become second-order. In KDP and isomorphs, model calculations [9] show that hydrostatic pressure should move the double-well separation to zero at a bond length of 2.40 A. The relation of po to the well separation is not a simple one, but it has been calculated [lo] that lnp, will decrease at 0.9 % per kbar in KD* P. The order-disorder mechanism must then disappear.
In cases which are supposedly displacive, the macroscopic polarizability A used presumably corresponds to an induced dipolep with microscopic polarizability a, where A = Nz. The finite A P is then related to the nature of the anharmonicity in the microscopic potential energy @, corresponding to a non-permanent dipole p = qu. Thus the nature of A P does not correspond one-to-one with the division permanentdipole u induced-dipole.
For the coupled mode, the ionic movements of K and of PO, hate not yet been described in sufficient thermodynamics given above [7] assumes that these detail to know whether one may speak of a co-operative ionic displacements in themselves could not give a mechanism among the ions, or whether their correlated displacive ferroelectric mechanism and Kobayashi [6] displacements are to be regarded as cc accidental D, due assumes similarly. What is needed is an ionic view of to the co-operation among the trigger protons. The the coupling term-F2 QSin the Hamiltonian.
